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Words 

I.  Introduction: 

A.  You have probably heard this one→  B/C it’s an old one:  
There was a man who wanted a pet→  So he went out and bought a 
Parrot…  & this man learned that you can teach them how to speak→   So 
he thought he would teach his new pet some phrases…  But what he didn’t 
know is that the former owner→ Had already taught this parrot some pretty 
“fowl” language…  & So, the parrot started sounding out with these really 
crude & obscene expletives (& at really embarrassing times)…  & this parrot’s 
new owner did everything he could think of→ To discipline this out of his 
parrot (positive & negative reinforcement)--  But nothing seemed to work…           
In Fact, things seemed to be getting even worse→  & the man even got the 
impression that his parrot actually enjoyed ticking him off… & So, on one 
occasion the parrot just let’s off a stream of invectives:  So the man 
Grabbed the parrot / Popped open the freezer / & Closed the parrot up for a 
couple of minutes (& things got real quiet)…  Finally the man opened that freezer 
door→  & That parrot was just shivering…  (& he looked at that bird & said)  
“Now, you understand that I want you to stop using those words?” (& the parrot 

nodded his head)…  “Are you going to use those words anymore?” (& the parrot 
shook his head “No”)…  & So, he grabbed  the parrot & put him back in his 
cage:  (& the parrot said)  “Can I ask you a question?”  (& the man said, “Yes”)…  
“What did that Turkey say?”…   

B.  Of all the things that are hard to train (& hard to hold)→  
There’s nothing more difficult than controlling what we say:  
It says this in Proverbs 17--   A truly wise person uses few words; a 
person with understanding is even-tempered. Even fools are thought wise 
when they keep silent; with their mouths shut, they seem intelligent…  
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You Know, there’s a lot of things in my life that I wish I had not Done→  
But there’s an even larger list of things that I wish I had not Said…  Many 
times in my life I have been right→  Up until the moment I opened my 
mouth…  I have a quote that is attributed to Publilius Syrus (that I have taped 

to the back of my Bible which says)→  “I have often regretted my speech, but never 
my silence”…  You Know, there are almost one million words in the 
English language making up quite a Verbal Stockpile:  & We can do 
some pretty amazing things with them…  & Then you add to that how 
Cyber-space (emails / Facebook / Text-messaging)→  Has shrunk our world by 
speeding up communications--   I mean, it’s Staggering! / It’s almost 
Magical!...  But where is all this genius getting us?: When it comes to the 
substance of our communicating with each other→  Are we really any better 
off than our Ancestors?...  Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn (Pulitzer Prize winner  /  
& Who suffered a great deal for speaking out against→  Social injustice & corruption in the 
Soviet Government in the mid-1900’s)…  He spoke to an audience at Harvard in 
1978 (shortly after being exiled from Russia)--  (& he said)  All the glorified 
technological achievements of progress (including the conquest of outer-space)→   
Do not redeem the twentieth century moral poverty…  & As We’ll discover 
from James here: Much of that Moral & Spiritual poverty→  Is tied to the 
words we use… 

II.  Now with this, let’s pick up where we left off last time in 
James 3:1f:  & While we read this together→  Note all the extraordinary 
& vivid Imagery  that jumps out at you… 

Don't be in any rush to become a teacher, my friends. Teaching is 
highly responsible work. Teachers are held to the strictest standards. 
And none of us is perfectly qualified. We get it wrong nearly every time 
we open our mouths. If you could find someone whose speech was 
perfectly true, you'd have a perfect person, in perfect control of life. 
A bit in the mouth of a horse controls the whole horse. A small rudder 
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on a huge ship in the hands of a skilled captain sets a course in the face 
of the strongest winds. A word out of your mouth may seem of no 
account, but it can accomplish nearly anything—or destroy it! It only 
takes a spark, remember, to set off a forest fire. A careless or 
wrongly placed word out of your mouth can do that. By our speech we 
can ruin the world, turn harmony to chaos, throw mud on a reputation, 
send the whole world up in smoke and go up in smoke with it, smoke 
right from the pit of hell. This is scary: You can tame a tiger, but you 
can't tame a tongue—it's never been done. The tongue runs wild, a 
wanton killer. With our tongues we bless God our Father; with the same 
tongues we curse the very men and women he made in his image. Curses 
and blessings out of the same mouth! My friends, this can't go on. A 
spring doesn't gush fresh water one day and brackish the next, does it? 
Apple trees don't bear strawberries, do they? Raspberry bushes don't 
bear apples, do they? You're not going to dip into a polluted mud hole 
and get a cup of clear, cool water, are you?  

A.  Let’s begin here by grasping how God elevates the 
importance of what we Say (This is a Big Deal!):  If you read the whole 
scope of James→  You’ll realize that James talks about What We Say in 
all 5 chapters…  & He talks about some Great things we do with what we 
say→  By Praying / Blessing / Seeking Healing through Confession / 
Expressing love--  But James also talks about how what we say can 
Destroy→  By Blaming  / Deceiving / Expressing Prejudice & Hate language 
Slandering / Bragging / Complaining…  I get the impression that the 
church James was writing to: Was really struggling with what they had to 
say to each other--   The Tongue was tearing up the church on the inside→  
While It was sending the wrong message to those who looked at them from 
the outside…  Bottom line James tells us that The more we have to 
say→  The more we create the opportunity to stumble (to mess 
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up)…  I ran across this story by a Professor of English at the 
University of Arizona:  & He was late for one of his classes…  & So, he 
was speeding→  & He got pulled-over by an un-marked police car…  & The 
professor explained nicely how he knew he was wrong→ But how he was 
late for his class…  & The officer was kind enough to let the professor off 
with only a warning--   (& the officer left him with these words)  “Slow down and 
drive safe”…  Well (being an English professor) he felt obligated to correct the 
officer--  (saying)  “Excuse me sir, but it should be→ Slow down & drive 
Safley”…  The Officer nodded / went back to his car / & wrote the professor 
out a ticket for $72--  We talk too much…  In Proverbs 10 it says→ Too 
much talk leads to sin. Be sensible and keep your mouth shut…  Now, 
Yes, one of God’s crowning acts of creation→  Is our Identity as 
communicators:  After all, what did John call Jesus?--  “The Word”…  Yet 
(ironically)  our problem  is that we love to talk--  We just can’t get enough of 
it...  In fact, we even love Talk Shows: We’ll sit for hours just watching 
other people talk→  & It doesn’t matter if they don’t even know what they’re 
talking about…  & The whole time we’re not quite cued in→ To the dangers 
that James is talking to us about here…   

B.  Of Course, James is just taking the cue from his Brother, 
Jesus (when in Matthew 12 Jesus said):  But I tell you that men will have to 
give account on the day of judgment for every careless word they have 
spoken. For by your words you will be acquitted, and by your words you 
will be condemned…  Talk may be Cheap→  But it can cost you a great 
deal…  Now, I’m thinking as I process all of this:  “God, Why do you care 
so much about what we have to say? / I Mean, there’s bigger issues aren’t 
there? / There’s a lot more important things than the fact that people talk too 
much?”…  But we’ve got to realize the Source:  (you see) What we have to 
say is an Inside-Out process…  James tells us that a spring is either going to 
offer up fresh or salt water…  In other words, the tongue is only the bucket 
that carries what is already in the well…  & So, if the water in the well is 
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poisonous→  Painting the outside of the well isn’t going to help…  The real 
issue isn’t my tongue→  But what springs up from inside of me that fills my 
mouth…  Remember what Jesus says? (Lk.6:45) The good man brings good 
things out of the good stored up in his heart, and the evil man brings 
evil things out of the evil stored up in his heart. For out of the overflow 
of his heart his mouth speaks…  The primary speech organ (The 

birthplace of our words)→  Is the Human Heart…  & If so, then our words 
become a clear window into our character  (If it wasn’t in us→  It couldn’t come out 

of us / What we say is what we are)…  But there’s something else we have to 
measure here:  Again, it’s found in the ancient wisdom in Proverbs 
(18:21)→  The tongue has the power of life and death…  There’s 
enourmous Life-shaping power in the tongue!...  I think of that moment in 
Isaiah’s life when actually stood in the presence of God→  (& Do you 

remember what he said?) Woe to me! I am ruined! (Why?) For I am a man of 
unclean lips, and I live among a people of unclean lips…  I Mean, as 
Isaiah stood before God: It’s seems that his most painful awareness→  Was 
what he and his people had spoken…  What we have to say is a Big Deal! 

III.  Now James tells us that there are Two Things that can 
go wrong when we aren’t careful about what we say: (This is 

where all the different metaphors come in)  

A.  #1  My words can throw my life off course:  James 
compares the tongue to the steering-wheel of life (a bit in the mouth of a horse / a 
rudder on a ship)--   i.e.  The Words we use have the power to determine our 
future…  & So, if you don’t like where your life is headed today→  James is 
telling you that one of the first things you’re going to have to do→ Is to learn 
a new language…  B/C so much of where we’re headed / & So much of 
where we end up in life→  Is directly related to how we have used our 
mouths…  James tells us that the tongue can Sets the course of nature 
(literally--  “the Wheel of Being”)…  & This was an ancient expression referring to 
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the ups & downs of life (the entire human existence)…  (& So, what James is saying is 

that)  The tongue may be small→  But it can Undo all the good we’ve built 
up over a lifetime… 

But then James also associates the words we use with the image of “a 
small Spark setting off a Fire”:  I can tell you that few disasters in the 
ancient world were more Feared than fire→  B/C they just didn’t have the 
resources to battle it…  You see, not only can what I say throw my own life 
off course--   But like a Long-range Missile launched from a remote place / 
Or a Mine-field that can be planted to do damage later→  My Words can 
have a Wide-ranging impact on others…  The Rabbis used to say that the 
tongue is more dangerous than the hand--   B/C the Hand kills only at close 
range→  But the Tongue can kill at a distance…  & Like a fire that is 
ignited--  Once my words are released→  I can’t control the effects:    
Just pause for a minute to think how the words of others has deeply affected 
your life…  I guess we all could be indicted for Spiritual Arson…  Having 
been out to places like Glacier National Park among the Rockies:  I’ve 
seen where hundreds of square miles of lush forests (Which had taken hundreds of 
years to emerge)→  Were left with nothing but blackened soot & charred 
remains--   & All B/C of a careless moment…      & So, here James takes us 
all to those moments in our lives→ Where our words destroyed what we 
valued--   A destroyed Marriage / A ruined Friendship / A devastated Career / 
A split Church…  I Understand that there’s a certain species of Cranes in 
the Taurus Mountains in Southern Turkey:            & These cranes tend to 
cackle a lot (especially while flying)…  Unfortunately, all that noise gets the 
attention of eagles→ Who swoop down & seize them for a supper…  & So, 
the experienced cranes avoid this threat: By scooping up stones large 
enough to fill their mouths--  & This prevents them from cackling / & 
Becoming some one elses  meal…  & I’m sure it’s a bit inconvenient & 
irritating to have to do this→  But at least they arrive safely at their 
destination…  (& James says) “How many of us are where we don’t want to be 
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today→  B/C we couldn’t control something we said?”...              My Words 
can throw my life off course 

B.  #2  My words can distort how I Reflect God:  James 
tells us that out of the Same mouth comes Curses & Blessings…  Now when 
James uses the word “Curses”--  He’s not talking so much about Profanity 
here→  But he’s talking about the habit of Verbally Diminishing other people 
(You Know, Gossip / Slander / Hate Language / Racist remarks / Stereotyping)…      & 
James tells us that when we talk in these ways: God takes it Personally→  
B/C we’re cursing a human being made in His Image…          & That 
includes those who are different from me & from you (different Racial & Ethnic 
backgrounds / different Moral Lifestyles / different Religions or having No religion at all Or 

whether they’re Gothic, hip, or plain)…  It’s like the Little Girl who was loving 
on her daddy’s neck:  & About that time her little brother came into the 
room (whom she just had a fight with)→  She stuck her tongue out at her brother…  
Now the father couldn’t see it→  But her mother did…  (& she said)  “You 
cannot love on your father’s neck→  & at the same time stick your tongue out  
at your father’s son” (& That’s what James is saying)…  Think about this:  
America has become the 3rd largest mission field in the English speaking 
world / Our Culture is aggressively placing us Christians on the Margins→  
B/C they have bought into the stereotypes that Christians are Hypocritical & 
Hateful…  & So, how are we going to get a hearing in this world (Speaking as 

outsiders)--  If our words don’t consistently reflect God’s heart→ About the 
very people God desires to reclaim?...  You See, in our culture→ The 
Message is the Messenger (What people SEE in us→  Is the Message they get)…    
There was an interesting Testimony written by a woman→  Who had a 
very serious throat condition:  As things ended up, her vocal cords were 
so damaged→  That the Doctors decided that the only thing that would allow 
healing was 6 months of not speaking…  Now she having 6 children  & being 
the emotional & directional Hub of the family→  They had to do a lot of 
improvising--  She had to use a whistle to call their attention / She placed 
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note pads all over the house so she could write people notes…  & in 
reflection after 6 months of this:  (she said)  “I was shocked at how much 
quieter the house became”…  But what convicted her the most was how 
many times in her haste→ Scribbled off a note to somebody--   But when 
she actually looked at it→  She wadded it up & threw it away…  (& She said) 
“I’ll never forget the impact it had on me to actually see the words I was 
about to use→  Before the person I was going to use them on could hear 
them”…   

IV.  Well, it’s my guess that we all meet up with a good deal 
of frustration with ourselves over this:  

A.  That’s why James likens the Tongue:  To a barely caged 
restless beast…     & It might look under control→  But it can turn without a 
moment’s notice…  I remember going through Yellowstone National Park 
where the Buffalo roam free:  & they look so docile & domesticated→  
You’d think they were just muscled-up cows with long-hair…  & I’ve asked 
Park Rangers about tourist who got up too close to these animals--   & I was 
told some pretty horrific stories→ Of how wild these animals really are  / & 
The damage they have done to Naïve & Unsuspecting people (Videos)…  In 
fact, James just comes right out & says it:  We can tame an animal→  But 
we cannot tame the tongue…  All it takes is the right circumstances→  & 
It’s wild nature can flare up again…   

B.  The question is--  Can we Change?:  The lifelong agnostic 
Bertrand Russell wrote, “Man still has a Cavemen’s heart.  We must find 
a way to change a caveman’s heart”…  & the only thing our culture has to 
offer are thousands of Self-help books--   That translate personal 
reformation into little more than →  “Love yourself / Look out for yourself / 
Think, act, & speak more confidently / Diet, jog, & have more fun”…  But 
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isn’t it cruel to promise a person that he/she can change→  & then point to an 
inadequate source of power?…  We can’t change a Caveman’s heart:  
Simply by telling the caveman→  To look inside & Love what we see 
there…  It doesn’t matter how often we Bite our tongue / Or how much 
Education we pursue / Or how much Therapy you seek→  The moral DNA 
of our hearts are just too damaged…  & So, what we’ve got to find:  Is 
someone more powerful & trustworthy than ourselves to help us…  & That’s 
why God points us→ To the mystery & wonder of His indwelling & 
empowering Holy Spirit…  Listen to what Paul says to the church in 
Ephesus…   

Watch the way you talk. Let nothing foul or dirty come out of your 
mouth. Say only what helps--  each word a gift. Don't grieve God / 
Don't break his heart. His Holy Spirit (moving and breathing in you)→  
Is the most intimate part of your life--  Making you fit for himself. 
Don't take such a gift for granted. 

You See, God doesn’t just want to do something FOR us→  He also 
desires to do something IN us: God’s indwelling Spirit can help you 
learn a new language…  I believe that if we’re sensitive to the guidance 
of the Spirit→  God will prompt us when we need to Shut-up & when we 
need to Speak-up… 

Let me close with this story that Rubel Shelly shares→ From a woman 
named Anna who wrote him about this encounter:  It was a Saturday 
morning, & Anna was enjoying a little quality time with her family--   & The 
phone rings→  & It’s a Tele-marketer who introduces himself as “Pete”…   
& As this person reads through his scripted introduction→  (he asks)  “How 
are you doing this morning?”…  & Anna could sense in his tone of voice→  
That Pete wasn’t doing so well…  (& so Anna said)  “I’m doing very well, but 
tell me Pete→  How are you doing?” (& there was a pause)…  (& Pete said)  “I’ve 
called 80 people this morning→  & You’re the first person that’s asked me 
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how I’m doing”…  (& Anna says)  “Well, Pete, you don’t sound well”…  (& he 
said) “Well, I’m having severe allergy problems”…  (& she said)  “I am,too” (& 
they talked for a few minutes)…  & Finally Pete got around to saying:  “I’m 
calling for such-&-such a Charity”…  (& Anna went on to say) “That’s sounds 
like a great cause--   But (you know) after what I give to my church→  Any 
extra money I give goes to a particular Christian cause helping AIDS victims 
in Africa”…  & Pete was interested in this:  (& said)  “Tell me more about 
that”…  & By the time this conversation was over:  Pete had promised to 
send a check to her church to help these AIDS victims--  & Pete did!...  (God 
says)  Our Words have the power to Kill→ Or Nourish Life 


